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**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**

The #MacroSW Chat starts in 15min. Hosts @spcummings and @UBSSW are at #APM19 and will be tweeting near the conference registration area in the Plaza Concourse. Live! from Denver. Sorry to miss the plenary with Michael Sorrell of Paul Quinn College, but the chat must go on.

**Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎤 📄 @spcummings**

@UBSSW Hey @UBSSW where are you? I'm in that area next to thing and the other thing.... #MacroSW #APM19 https://t.co/1WRBWjuRQA

**Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks**

10 minutes away from #MacroSW chat. @OfficialMacroSW I'm so ready to dive into tonight's topic as I've attended a conference today.

**Mental Illness Does Not Cause Racism 😞 @LRels**

RT @UBSSW: The #MacroSW Chat starts in 15min. Hosts @spcummings and @UBSSW are at #APM19 and will be tweeting near the conference registrat...

**Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW**

RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW represented at @CSocialWorkEd #APM19. Next chat tonight 9 pm Eastern! Please join in. I’m happy to be #MacroS...

**JB3 @ItsJBThree**

I'm actually ready this time lol
DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
Going to sit out from tonight's #MacroSW and #APM19 chat to focus on my midterms. BUT! I want to chime in something before I log off...attending conferences as the *student* has been so rewarding.

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
I have no idea what it's like to be a professional attending the conference (just yet!). But as for now...I do enjoy attending conferences with student discounts 😊. Wishing you all a great #MacroSW chat tonight!

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎤 📭 @spcummings
5 minutes before tonight's #MacroSW chat starts!! https://t.co/5Tcchbeo6j

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBSSW: @melaniesage One way to Connect Beyond the Conference! (Promoting the #MacroSW Chat tonight at 7pm MT/ 9pm ET https://t.co/MvZ2F…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🏭 @TheMattSchwartz
Excited to join #MacroSW tonight!!

Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
Episode 121: The Special Commission on Macro Practice: Interview with Dr. Darlyne Bailey and Dr. Terry Mizrahi https://t.co/oQLjxHyIyB #macrosw #socialwork

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎤 📭 @spcummings
It's time for the #MacroSW chat!! Hello everyone! @Spcummings and @UBSSW are joining tonight's chat from Denver, Colorado and #APM19! https://t.co/tQNamcZeuF

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🏭 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: It's time for the #MacroSW chat!! Hello everyone! @Spcummings and @UBSSW are joining tonight's chat from Denver, Colorado a…
Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: @karenzgoda @newsocialworker @CSocialWorkEd @Travel_MSW @TheGinaGi @OfficialMacroSW @porndauhter @PatShellySSW @socworkpod...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🤝 @TheMattSchwartz
@spcumings @UBSSW *waves hi* #MacroSW

Kayla Blotner @KayBlot
Hey everyone! I’m Kayla a student from suny Oneonta #macrosw

Bridget @MsBo_SagSeason
#MacroSw and #APM19

🌟 Adrienne Garr🌟 @adriennecgarr
RT @spcumings: 5 minutes before tonight's #MacroSW chat starts!! https://t.co/5Tcchbeo6j

Maria @Maria143x_x
Hey 🌸 I’m Maria a SUNY Oneonta student #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Rachel #MacroSW co-founder, consultant based in NY hovering in the background tonight.

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ 📚 @spcumings
Read all about #MacroSW over at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🤝 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: Read all about #MacroSW over at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1.
Doniella Denton @DoniellaD
Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19
https://t.co/YRFUruifY4 via @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Welcome! I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the discussion, but my laptop connection is very slo-o-o-w right now! Happy to be cohosting with @spcummings #macroSW #APM19 https://t.co/CIr3fzmYX7

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education is holding their annual conference, known as #APM19. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...

Destinie Campanella @Destinie1226
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19 https://t.co/b4xSBKoTyc https://t.co/leVmSX4Y6C

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Welcome! I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the discussion, but my laptop connection is very slo-o-o-w right now! Ha...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...

Adrienne Garr 🎈 @adriennecgarr
Hi I'm Adrienne an LMSW in NY and @UBSSW 2017 alum...#GoBulls😊 #MacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Welcome! I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the discussion, but my laptop connection is very slo-o-o-w right now! Ha...

First, I want to thank our wonderful #MacroSW, Inc partners: @SunyaFolayan @porndauughter @poliSW @karenzgoda @VilissaThompson, and our contributors @PatShellySSW and @Imeojeda. Special shout-out to Imelda, who joined us in October! #APM19

Grateful for a wonderful evening speaking truth to power. Thank you @ronanfarrow and Robin Young. Shine a light on the darkness! #MeToo #MeTooPHD #CatchandKill #MacroSW #SocWorkEd https://t.co/IGSzS09Hq2

RT @spcummings: First, I want to thank our wonderful #MacroSW, Inc partners: @SunyaFolayan @porndauughter @poliSW @karenzgoda @VilissaThomps...

Thank you all we all excited #MacroSW

RT @spcummings: First, I want to thank our wonderful #MacroSW, Inc partners: @SunyaFolayan @porndauughter @poliSW @karenzgoda @VilissaThomps...

Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19 https://t.co/WhbWibkk60 via @OfficialMacroSW

RT @MABEROH: Thank you all we all excited #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings, LISW 📚 @spcummings
A quick reminder that #MacroSW is on @Patreon. Please consider supporting #MacroSW by joining our Patreon page at https://t.co/sm5RyZ5oOU

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☁️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: A quick reminder that #MacroSW is on @Patreon. Please consider supporting #MacroSW by joining our Patreon page at https://t.co/sm5RyZ5oOU

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Welcome! I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the discussion, but my laptop connection is very slo-o-o-w right now! Ha...

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DoniellaD: Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19 https://t.co/YRFUruifY4 via @OfficialMacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Read all about #MacroSW over at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
Hey all.. There are some tweet chat topics I can't stay away from, one of them is connecting with people at conferences! Glad to join #macrosw tonight :)

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Maria143x_x: Hey 🤝 I’m Maria a SUNY Oneonta student #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☁️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @StuckonSW: Hey all.. There are some tweet chat topics I can't stay away from, one of them is connecting with people at conferences! Gl...
Stephen Cummings, LISW 📸 🌐 @spcummings

Let’s take a few minutes to introduce ourselves. I’m Stephen, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UISchoolofSW. The temperature is about the same here in Colorado! https://t.co/klpnQfqGiL

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🧔‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz

Hi Everyone! Matt Schwartz here, @UBSSW Alumni. Hopeful future @UBSSW #DSW student: :-) currently in both public and private practice. Public practice in Community Mental Health (Clinical). Private Practice in Solutions Focused & Macro SW :-) #MacroSW

John Carpenter’s Halloran @ProfHalloran

@spcummings Hi, folks, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW

MSW OKC 405 411 @Cultiv8Hope

RT @StuckonSW: Hey all.. There are some tweet chat topics I can’t stay away from, one of them is connecting with people at conferences! Gl...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

@spcummings good to be here, always have lots to say about the power of tweeting and following conference hashtags #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

Karen in Boston, #MacroSW founder & social worker. Special hello to #APM19 friends! https://t.co/lo8G3cNQWj

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🧔‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz

@UBSSW Thursdays have been hard for me recently...it’s when my D&D Campaign has been meeting...and our leader is a rugby player...and you know how I get about rugby #AllBlacks #RugbyWorldCup #MacroSW

Ann-Marie O’Brien @StrongGirl51

Looking forward to tonight’s chat. I’m a practitioner who somehow finds time for research and teaching. #macrosw
Stephen Cummings, LISW 🌍 @spcummings
@adriennecgarr @UBSSW Welcome to the chat, Adrienne! Good to see you again! #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Rachel #MacroSW co-founder, consultant based in NY hovering in the background tonight.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🡣 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @StrongGirl51: Looking forward to tonight’s chat. I’m a practitioner who somehow finds time for research and teaching. #macrosw

Joseph A. Kangay @JKangay
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19 https://t.co/b4xSBKoTyc https://t.co/leVmSX4Y6C

Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
Looks like I will not be able #MacroSW chat. I got in my car tonight and heard odd sounds. I parked and found this. This happened on @UMich campus. https://t.co/kNYsJx9XFg

∷️ Adrienne Garr∷️ @adriennecgarr
@spcummings @UISchoolofSW 🤗 Stephen!! I just keep coming back to the #MacroSW chat like mold 🫅_Fontastic

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81
Following #MacroSW tonight. I am Filipe Duarte from @UWindsor SSW 🇨🇦 A big shot-out to all brothers - sisters attending the #APM19 conference in Denver. Have fun!

Field Educator @FieldEducator
@spcummings @UISchoolofSW Field Educator Journal staff member - want to increase our #macrosw coverage!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings @StuckonSW Hi, SEan! Great to see you tonight #MacroSW #

Destinie Campanella @Destinie1226
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we’ll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@adriennecgarr @spcummings @UISchoolofSW *waves hi to his twitter bestie* #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
@ProfHalloran Good to have you here again tonight, John! And, love the festive handle! #MacroSW https://t.co/DIbzgNQqtr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A quick reminder that #MacroSW is on @Patreon. Please consider supporting #MacroSW by joining our Patreon page at https://t...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StuckonSW: Hey all.. There are some tweet chat topics I can’t stay away from, one of them is connecting with people at conferences! Gl...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Let's take a few minutes to introduce ourselves. I'm Stephen, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the @UI...

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@TayloredLooks @UMich 😊 oh I'm sorry to see this. I hope it can be fixed quickly and inexpensively #MacroSW

Cat @catmhoran
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Hi Everyone! Matt Schwartz here, @UBSSW Alumni. Hopeful future @UBSSW #DSW student: :-) currently in both public and p...

Destinie Campanella @Destinie1226
Looking forward to the chat. I’m a harm reductions from Philadelphia #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ProfHalloran: @spcummings Hi, folks, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
@FieldEducator @UISchoolofSW Hello, Field Educator!! #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@adriennecgarr @TayloredLooks @UMich Seconded! Sending good car karma vibes #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr @spcummings @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/ObjUYOqIWR

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/n4suzfStaM

Faye @Maimounafaye332
I am so excited to learn more about the social work role #swo332 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
Okay, the first question for tonight's chat is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW https://t.co/4aEnFdRjHZ

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StrongGirl51: Looking forward to tonight's chat. I'm a practitioner who somehow finds time for research and teaching. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@adriennecgarr @spcummings And we're glad you are! #MacroSW

Cat @catmhoran
#SWO332 Connecting Beyond the Conference: #MacroSW Chat 10-24-19 https://t.co/A1Ejed3csb

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW @UBSSW @spcummings howdy! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
Q1: What benefits have you experienced attending a professional or academic conference? (This can be any conference, whether it's local, state, national, or international). #MacroSW https://t.co/I1DrXiNkoc

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TayloredLooks @UMich our sympathies - #macroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@TayloredLooks @UMich That sucks. Sending you a new car for #MacroSW https://t.co/J19dxPpIsJ

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: What benefits have you experienced attending a professional or academic conference? (This can be any conference, wh...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings @UISchoolofSW Field Educator Journal staff member - want to increase our macrosw coverage!

Faye @Maimounafaye332
RT @StuckonSW: Hey all.. There are some tweet chat topics I can't stay away from, one of them is connecting with people at conferences! Gl...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
A1 I've learned how much I don't know and how much more there is to know, and it's greatly put how much more there is to learn in perspective for me #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
A1.1 I've also been able to network, learn how to create my personal brand (by learning how others do it); learn about new concepts in the field, bring things back to my colleagues, get new materials (sometimes just by asking, or sharing my email) #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@adriennecgarr @spcummings @UISchoolofSW We are the bread to your mold #MacroSW https://t.co/Gqmdam8zgM

Bridget @MsBo_SagSeason
Attending conferences is very educational and a great way to network. The concern will be not getting your questions answers ##MacroSW and #APM19 and #2019SW0332

Field Educator @FieldEducator
@spcummings We have been able to increase our journal readership by spreading the word and tabling at conferences and handing out literature. It is also great to put names and faces together of our authors and readers. macrosw
RT @spcummings: Q1: What benefits have you experienced attending a professional or academic conference? (This can be any conference, wh...

@ProfHalloran A1: Solidarity. #MacroSW

@TheMattSchwartz Great points, Matt. The in-person networking has been helpful. #MacroSW

A1 I’ve met lifelong friends, and collaborators at conferences. I’ve been inspired, challenged, enlightened. Most of all I’ve appreciated having the chance to join the conversation. #MacroSW

A1.2 I think some of the other benefits have also been professional time away from the office - paid, self-care. Sometimes it’s nice to remember that we’re appreciated as professionals, and it’s a good reward, and it shows trust in us, by having our agencies develop us #MacroSW

RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Great points, Matt. The in-person networking has been helpful. #MacroSW

RT @StrongGirl51: A1 I’ve met lifelong friends, and collaborators at conferences. I’ve been inspired, challenged, enlightened. Most of all...

RT @ProfHalloran: @spcummings A1: Solidarity. #MacroSW

A1: new connections, new content. I love live tweeting and sharing what I’m learning. I also love going to conferences where people approach me: “You’re Sheila from twitter”!! #macrosw

@ProfHalloran Yes. Attending a conference, no matter the scope or size, is one way to find "your people", or at least, those who have shared interests. #MacroSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings We have been able to increase our journal readership by spreading the word and tabling at conferences and ha...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz RT @spcummings: @ProfHalloran Yes. Attending a conference, no matter the scope or size, is one way to find "your people", or at least, thos...

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81 A1: Networking, sharing knowledge and learning best practices. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings @StrongGirl51 Yes!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #AlwaysRememberTheHashtag

UB-Social Work @UBSSW #solidarity Forever! #MacroSW (insert clever workers' image here...)

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz RT @UBSSW: #solidarity Forever! #MacroSW (insert clever workers' image here...) https://t.co/TePfpEQYHn

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @spcummings: Q1: What benefits have you experienced attending a professional or academic conference? (This can be any conference, wh...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings Some themes from Q1: Solidarity, connections, learning #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @StrongGirl51: A1 I’ve met lifelong friends, and collaborators at conferences. I’ve been inspired, challenged, enlightened . Most of all...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @MyHarmReduction: A1: new connections, new content. I love live tweeting and sharing what I’m learning. I also love going to conferences...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>RT @spcummings: Some themes from Q1: Solidarity, connections, learning #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW</td>
<td>A1- Back when I attended #APM16 (seems like yesterday); I am still grateful for the #macrosw #swtech crew that spent time talking with me about academic career paths. @laurelhitchcock @melaniesage @njsmyth @socworkpodcast and @spcummings to name a few.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @ProfHalloran: @spcummings A1: Solidarity. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West @poliSW</td>
<td>RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings We have been able to increase our journal readership by spreading the word and tabling at conferences and ha...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faye @Maimounafaye332</td>
<td>#swo332 Attending social work conferences is beneficial for me because it is an opportunity to learn more and connect with people #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anajah Custus @AACustus</td>
<td>RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the role of social work-focused conferences. This week, the Council of Social Work Education i...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>#MacroSW it's SO nice to know people (from online or in person) at conferences (so awkward standing around lol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎤 @spcummings</td>
<td>@StuckonSW @laurelhitchcock @melaniesage @njsmyth @socworkpodcast I remember that! I finally got to meet you face-to-face in Atlanta.. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anajah Custus @AACustus</td>
<td>RT @MsBo_SagSeason: Attending conferences is very educational and a great way to network. The concern will be not getting your questions an...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW</td>
<td>RT @MyHarmReduction: A1: new connections, new content. I love live tweeting and sharing what I’m learning. I also love going to conferences...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stephen Cummings, LISW 🌐 @spcummings
Q2 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr 🌱 @adriennecnarr
@spcummings A1. A few of the benefits have been helping me identify as a SW. Initially, because of my interest in civic engagement and policy I was unsure, if I was in the right place. But I attended @CRISPontheHill and @NASWNYS Advocacy Days resolved that quickly #MacroSW

Destinie Campanella @Destinie1226
The benefits I’ve experienced from a conference is networking and an opportunity to view a new place and learn new things. #MacroSW #APM19

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🕹️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecnarr: @spcummings A1. A few of the benefits have been helping me identify as a SW. Initially, because of my interest in civic...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@StuckonSW @laurelhitchcock @melaniesage @njsmyth @socworkpodcast @spcummings Yes, that is where/when I first met you in person - after two years of chat participation #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Folks, I want you all to meet Sheila from Twitter. #MacroSW #APM19

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @MyHarmReduction: A1: new connections, new content. I love live tweeting and sharing what I’m learning. I also love going to conferences...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Some themes from Q1: Solidarity, connections, learning #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🕹️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q2 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Some themes from Q1: Solidarity, connections, learning #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings A1. A few of the benefits have been helping me identify as a SW. Initially, because of my interest in civic...

Karen ☺ Zgoda @karenzgoda  
an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #MacroSW it's SO nice to know people (from online or in person) at conferences (so awkward standing around lol) https:...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @Destinie1226: The benefits I’ve experienced from a conference is networking and an opportunity to view a new place and learn new things...

Karen ☺ Zgoda @karenzgoda  
an hour ago
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings A1. A few of the benefits have been helping me identify as a SW. Initially, because of my interest in civic...

Joseph A. kangay @JKangay  
an hour ago
Communication skill, meeting academic gurus and refining my thoughts are some of the benefits I experienced attending academic conferences #SWO332 #MacroSW #APM19

Stephen Cummings, LISW 👤 📚 @spcummings  
an hour ago
Q2. What are the major concerns with large-scale conferences like the #APM? #MacroSW. For example, #APM19 is hosting thousands of attendees, with approximately 700 sessions on the schedule, from Tuesday to Sunday. https://t.co/HiOAXIpzrO

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @JKangay: Communication skill, meeting academic gurus and refining my thoughts are some of the benefits I experienced attending academic...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW  
an hour ago
@karenzgoda I still haven't met “Karen from Twitter” or @MyHarmReduction for that matter either :) #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr  
an hour ago
@spcummings @CRISPontheHill @NASWNYS Another benefit is meeting SWs from all over the country and being able to connect. A lot of us build meaningful friendships and professional relationships through these conferences. #MacroSW
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @Destinie1226: The benefits I've experienced from a conference is networking and an opportunity to view a new place and learn new things...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcumings: Q2. What are the major concerns with large-scale conferences like the #APM? #MacroSW. For example, #APM19 is hosting thous...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcumings
@MyHarmReduction @karenzgoda I was literally "Steve from Twitter" once. #MacroSW

Jennifer Luria @JLuriaLISW
A1. New energy and ideas to bring back to my practice and team.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcumings: Q2. What are the major concerns with large-scale conferences like the #APM? #MacroSW. For example, #APM19 is hosting thous...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@StuckonSW @MyHarmReduction Oh my goodness THAT’S RIGHT. We need to fix that! #MacroSW https://t.co/9KtUNzQPLX

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
A2 Disability Accessibility, Sign Language Interpreters at all events (CART isn’t event at all events...), Cost to Attend, Distance, Funding, Gate Keeping #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Disability Accessibility, Sign Language Interpreters at all events (CART isn’t event at all events...), Cost to Att...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcumings
@JKangay Yes, I've had the pleasure of meeting (or at least seeing) a few heroes in person at conferences. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcumings @CRISPontheHill @NASWNYS Another benefit is meeting SWs from all over the country and being able to connect....

Jennifer Luria @JLuriaLISW
#macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2. What are the major concerns with large-scale conferences like the #APM? #MacroSW. For example, #APM19 is hosting thou... an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @filipeduarte81: A1: Networking, sharing knowledge and learning best practices. #MacroSW https://t.co/WkBvrXPndI an hour ago

John Carpenter’s Halloran @ProfHalloran
@spcummings A2a: Access is a big one. If we’re really bringing together the profession, then big conferences create access problems for folks who can’t expense travel costs, for parents of young children, for folks with disabilities, and for all sorts of others... #MacroSW an hour ago

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A2: chaos and confusion. Feeling alone in a crowd. Last time I went to APM I was jr faculty and only one from my program. It can feel cliquey. #MacroSW an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶 @TheMattSchwartz
#MacroSW an hour ago

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@spcummings □...700 sessions? I had no idea that #APM19 was so huge. I guess one concern might be not getting to all of the sessions you want. And possibly feeling rushed? #MacroSW https://t.co/CMpEeIULJc an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q2. What are the major concerns with large-scale conferences like the #APM? #MacroSW. For example, #APM19 is hosting thou... an hour ago

Amy Castro Baker, PhD @acastrobaker
@spcummings To me the biggest concern is that in order 4 our field to put on an event that large it calls into question the markets and companies we may have to contract with. Am proud of past SW conf efforts to not cross hotel picket lines #MacroSW an hour ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@karenzgoda @MyHarmReduction seriously... there has to be a Boston conference I can make to one of these days ... #macrosw an hour ago
#Goodstuff @Hope_4youandme
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings A1. A few of the benefits have been helping me identify as a SW. Initially, because of my interest in civic...

Christine Bowser @christi95593158
RT @JKangay: Communication skill, meeting academic gurus and refining my thoughts are some of the benefits I experienced attending academic...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
A2.1(not really) not sharing swag with those of us who can’t attend
#WantSomeSwag #NotAtAPM19 #MacroSW

John Carpenter's Halloran @ProfHalloran
@spcummings A2b: Additionally, in this era of climate change, having a whole bunch of folks jump on planes means that in-person mega-conferences have an enormous carbon footprint. We should be cognizant of that. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q2: Big conferences offer a lot of options to learn and network but it could make your experience unfocused if you are not careful. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @acastrobaker: @spcummings To me the biggest concern is that in order 4 our field to put on an event that large it calls into question t...

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH
RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW represented at @CSocialWorkEd #APM19. Next chat tonight 9 pm Eastern! Please join in. I'm happy to be #MacroS...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: So. Freaking. Expensive. And that's if you can afford to lose those working days to attend. #MacroSW #APM19 https://t.co/WqajlM4dLh

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
Very Much This #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@ProfHalloran @spcummings I know I definitely couldn't swing a trip to Colorado additionally I need to bank my PTO for other things. This is something my employer just would not pay for #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
@karenzgoda #MacroSW and even if you can “afford to go” (i.e. work pays, and gives you the PTO, etc.)...the work waiting on your desk when you come back........

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings an hour ago
I attended my first large-scale national conference in 2012 and it was overwhelming. One of the quirks with a conference this size...you wind up finding a niche, yet the conference has a lot to offer in resources. And there’s still no formal way these are shared. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @spcummings: I attended my first large-scale national conference in 2012 and it was overwhelming. One of the quirks with a conference th...

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH an hour ago
#MacroSW thank you all #2019swo332

Jen Parga @SD_SocialWorker an hour ago
@spcummings A1. I try and soak up every moment at academic and professional conferences! Networking, connections with new and previous acquaintances, and journal articles. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
A2 Cost and carbon footprint are also concerns - in 1995, after holding the @UN 4th World Conference on Women, no more were held due to the tremendous response and the 10’s of thousands of women converging on Beijing. #MacroSW #APM19

Anajah Custus @AACustus an hour ago
Attending professional or academic conferences are beneficial in networking, learning new information, sharing your opinions & ideas, and overall being involved & engaged in an atmosphere that consist of similar interests and goals. #SWO332 #MacroSW #APM19

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: I attended my first large-scale national conference in 2012 and it was overwhelming. One of the quirks with a conference th...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: A2 Cost and carbon footprint are also concerns - in 1995, after holding the @UN 4th World Conference on Women, no more were held...
Ann-Marie O’Brien @StrongGirl51
Some of concerns: 1. Increasing the carbon footprint 2. Making them financially inaccessible 3. Holding them in posh places as opposed to using the opportunity to boost impoverished communities. #MacroSW

Destinie Campanella @Destinie1226
Major concerns are when I feel homesick, I need time alone from the crowd, and feeling out of place. #MacroSW #swo332 #APM19

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️💻 @spcummings
RT @StrongGirl51: Some of concerns: 1. Increasing the carbon footprint 2. Making them financially inaccessible 3. Holding them in posh place...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz
@spcummings #MacroSW There’s a way to share resources....... https://t.co/jlSCuQrw2R

Kynisha Rogers @RogersKynisha
Attending SW conferences are beneficial for me because I get to hear participants from all over the place. I’m a young SW in training. #MacroSW #APM19

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️💻 @spcummings
@StrongGirl51 This, and especially...well, all of these are major concerns. #MacroSW

Christine Bowser @christi95593158
Connecting and learning from others who share the same values as you are some of the benefits of joining the conference. #MacroSw #APM19

Adrienne Garr 🎯 @adriennecgarr
@spcummings Wow. I feel like with large scale conferences an ☘️ orientation of sorts should be coordinated. That might help with resource distribution...but it is a lot to organize #MacroSW ☃️

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH
Where is the justice for the poor, abuse, immigrants to name a few we will fight for this people #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: I think I prefer small to medium size conferences. I'm an introvert and it seems more manageable. #MacroSW
Yes, I agree with this, Christine. Meeting and working with people with shared goals is invigorating. #MacroSW

It’s also inspirational #MacroSW #APM19

So true! I left the office for a local home visit today and there were over 20 new emails IN ONE HOUR. #MacroSW https://t.co/flnpIDCGYZ

So true! I left the office for a local home visit today and there were over 20 new emails IN ONE HOUR. #Ma... #MacroSW #APM19 #swo332

A2 My problem is that I am interested in too many things... Want to go to ALL THE CONFERENCES. #MacroSW https://t.co/Ab2jISVClA

That's called "retirement," Sean... #MacroSW

Social media and willing participants is a step. Some conferences have offered a virtual option for people attending virtually. #APM19 #MacroSW

There's a way to share resources........ https://t.co/jlSCuQrw2R

Some additional concerns are employees not allowing you the time to attend a conference or financial reasons. #MacroSW #APM19 #APM19 #swo332

That's called "retirement," Sean... #MacroSW

Social media and willing participants is a step. Some conferences have offered a virtual option for people attending virtually. #APM19 has not taken that step, leaving the crowdsourcing to participants. #MacroSW

RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Social media and willing participants is a step. Some conferences have offered a virtual option for people...
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A1: Meeting folks in the field who does work that interests me. It’s nice to go to workshops & panels & see folks be so passionate about topics & understanding the why. #MacroSW

Matt DeCarlo @profmattdecarlo
#macrosw A2. The concern I’m focused on is that content (slides, papers) is not publicly archived. Missing those who cannot come or want to access after, what a waste of scholarship. Something I can use in my class was distributed once, years ago, on printed PPT slides. #oaweek

Ann-Marie O’Brien @StrongGirl51
Sidebar question I’m Canadian and for the life of me can’t figure out how a social work conference is known as APM19. What does APM stand for? #MacroSW

Faye @Maimounafaye332
I love sharing ideas and learning from others! This is best opportunity #MacroSW #swo332

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@TheMattSchwartz HA! I always talk about how I am looking forward to retirement :) #macrosw

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @christi95593158: Connecting and learning from others who share the same values as you are some of the benefits of joining the conferenc...

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @RogersKynisha: It’s also inspirational #MacroSW #APM19

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @JKangay: Communication skill, meeting academic gurus and refining my thoughts are some of the benefits I experienced attending academic...

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @Maimounafaye332: I am so excited to learn more about the social work role #swo332 #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: Reading the posts here and cost is a major consideration for attending conferences. #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @profmattdecarlo: #macrosw A2. The concern I'm focused on is that content (slides, papers) is not publicly archived. Missing those who...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A2: That sounds, & feels, overwhelming. I wouldn't know how to narrow down what to go to. #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@VilissaThompson It's energizing to be around passionate SWs in their respective fields of expertise #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@profmattdecarlo @Evernote #AllTheThings #MacroSW

Kynisha Rogers @RogersKynisha
Some major concerns for me are feeling overwhelmed in a large space and unable to use my voice confidently. #MacroSW #APM19

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
@newsocialworker wrote a column on enhancing conference attendance through technology #MacroSW https://t.co/G7665HnR9K

Christine Bowser @christi95593158
Being in such a large conference can personally make me feel isolated and not heard. There may be too many people overshadowing me. #macrosw #APM19

Joseph A. kangay @JKangay
Apparently, it is somewhat overwhelming over there #APM19 however, we’re looking forward to a cutting edge scholarship in #SocialWorkEd #MacroSW #Swo332

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StrongGirl51 Annual Program Meeting. It’s hosted by CSWE which accredits the BSW and MSW programs in North America. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
RT @JKangay: Apparently, it is somewhat overwhelming over there #APM19 however, we’re looking forward to a cutting edge scholarship in #Soc...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @profmattdecarlo: #macrosw A2. The concern I'm focused on is that content (slides, papers) is not publicly archived. Missing those who...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @StrongGirl51 Annual Program Meeting. It's hosted by CSWE which accredits the BSW and MSW programs in North America. #...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz This is another reason that makes it hard to take time away from the office. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 con't Housing, transportation, supporting major corporations, the necessity to lay out monies for all expenses if you are employed by someone who reimburses (like @UBSSW 2/3 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: @karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz This is another reason that makes it hard to take time away from the office. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: A2 con't Housing, transportation, supporting major corporations, the necessity to lay out monies for all expenses if you are em...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
@christi95593158 It's a real issue. For large scale events like this, it's helpful if a mentor is working with you. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
On the ground in Denver. #apm19 #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @christi95593158 It's a real issue. For large scale events like this, it's helpful if a mentor is working with you. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: On the ground in Denver. #apm19 #macrosw

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
Q3 is coming up in one minute!! #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T  ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Q3 is coming up in one minute!! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: @newsocialworker wrote a column on enhancing conference attendance through technology #MacroSW https://t.co/G7665HnR9K

Faye @Maimounafaye332 an hour ago
Yes Kynisha I feel the same and I won’t be able to talk

Stephen Cummings, LISW  ¶ @spcummings an hour ago
RT @profmattdecarlo: #macrosw A2. The concern I'm focused on is that content (slides, papers) is not publicly archived. Missing those who...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Q3 is coming up in one minute!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW an hour ago
A2 cont - but we do fund registration fees upfront for those who have an approved budget for it - this is - @PatShellySSW -annual professional development budget line, but I fronted about $1200 in expenses nevertheless) end #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T  ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
Thank the Lord for Tweetdeck...since all the other tweetchat apps stopped working it's the only way I can follow and participate in the #MacroSW chats

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T  ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @UBSSW: A2 cont - but we do fund registration fees upfront for those who have an approved budget for it - this is - @PatShellySSW -an...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: @newsocialworker wrote a column on enhancing conference attendance through technology #MacroSW https://t.co/G7665HnR9K

Stephen Cummings, LISW  ¶ @spcummings an hour ago
Field Educator @FieldEducator
@spcummings Too much going on at once, hard to go to everything you want. We wonder if @cswe would consider putting sessions online for live stream/ondemand viewing like @nasw did this year - increases access to all. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@UBSSW @PatShellySSW It's a real problem! I pay for mine up front regardless, because when I submit my requests to work, I tell them I'm going whether they fund it or not, I just really hope they'll fund it...my prof. dev. is important to me; but some of the costs are outrageous #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @newsocialworker wrote a column on enhancing conference attendance through technology #MacroSW https://t.co/G7665HnR9K

MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings Too much going on at once, hard to go to everything you want. We wonder if @cswe would consider putting ses...

Doniella Denton @DoniellaD
I learned how to conduct Circles at an International Conference on Restorative Justice. #SWO 332 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @RogersKynisha: Some major concerns for me are feeling overwhelmed in a large space and unable to use my voice confidently. #MacroSW #AP...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @VilissaThompson It's energizing to be around passionate SWs in their respective fields of expertise #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: CSWE APM Theme for 2019: Social Work Education: Looking Back, Looking Forward – What do you see when you look back at #So...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: CSWE APM Theme for 2019: Social Work Education: Looking Back, Looking Forward – What do you see when you look back at #So...
Jen Parga @SD_SocialWorker
@spcummings A2 Too many amazing topics and professionals to learn from...how do you choose!? #MacroSW https://t.co/S2rvJ3BKpc

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DoniellaD: I learned how to conduct Circles at an International Conference on Restorative Justice. #SWO 332 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @UBSSW @PatShellySSW It’s a real problem! I pay for mine up front regardless, because when I submit my requests to wor...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
A2. I think the only concerns I find with large scales conferences would be accessibility and finding your “place” at the conferences. #MacroSW #SWO332

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings Too much going on at once, hard to go to everything you want. We wonder if @cswe would consider putting ses...

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️💻 @spcummings
I agree wholeheartedly, Matt. I appreciate your work promoting Open Educational Resources. This would seem to be a natural fit for conferences, where there is so much social work scholarship shared in a short period of time. #APM19 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @UBSSW @PatShellySSW It’s a real problem! I pay for mine up front regardless, because when I submit my requests to wor...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: CSWE APM Theme for 2019: Social Work Education: Looking Back, Looking Forward – What do you see when you look back at #So...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I agree wholeheartedly, Matt. I appreciate your work promoting Open Educational Resources. This would seem to be a natural...

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️💻 @spcummings
Q3 is live!! -------->

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q 3 is live! #MacroSW
Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @spcummings: I agree wholeheartedly, Matt. I appreciate your work promoting Open Educational Resources. This would seem to be a natural...
an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Q 3 is live! #MacroSW https://t.co/MoDKwpJkRZ
an hour ago

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@SD_SocialWorker @spcummings 700 sessions!! it's not a conference it's a mini-college... #MacroSW I don't envy the committee responsible for registration
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: I agree wholeheartedly, Matt. I appreciate your work promoting Open Educational Resources. This would seem to be a natural...
an hour ago

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
@SD_SocialWorker Good question...I started selecting sessions based on topic, interest (new things I need to learn) and people who have scholarship I admire. #MacroSW
an hour ago

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
A3 I'm so inspired by my young/ early career colleagues. They are smart, tech savvy, knowledgeable and resourceful. I love to encourage them to share their work, to promote them. It’s such a privilege. #MacroSW
44 minutes ago

Joseph A. kangay @JKangay
Perfect themes, and they are very imperative to the advancement of #SocialWorkEd #MacroSW
44 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @SD_SocialWorker Good question...I started selecting sessions based on topic, interest (new things I need to learn) and peo...
44 minutes ago

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
A3 Looking back I see an education from the @UBSSW that gave me the profession, career, and opportunity I dreamed of. Looking forward, I see work to be done toward dismantling Ableism, Audism, White Supremacy, Anti-Semitism, and Monolingualism in our field #MacroSW
43 minutes ago
Dorothy @Dorothy82449922  
Attending SW conferences are beneficial to me because I get the opportunity to network and meet new people in the SW field. I get to learn new skills and gain knowledge on things that will benefit me in the long run!  
#UpComingSocialWorker #MacroSW #SWO332

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
@adriennecgarr @SD_SocialWorker @spcummings @officialmacrosw That's an apt analogy, Adrienne. A college lasting 4 days and as intensive as it gets!  
#macroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @UBSSW: @adriennecgarr @SD_SocialWorker @spcummings @officialmacrosw That's an apt analogy, Adrienne. A college lasting 4 days and as in...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 Looking back I see an education from the @UBSSW that gave me the profession, career, and opportunity I dreamed of....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @StuckonSW: A2 My problem is that I am interested in too many things... Want to go to ALL THE CONFERENCES. #MacroSW https://t.co/Ab2jl...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @Destinie1226: Some additional concerns are employees not allowing you the time to attend a conference or financial reasons. #MacroSW #A...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter  
A3: Looking back I see that the social work graduates were not culturally diverse. Looking forward I think this is getting better but still a work in progress.  
#MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings  
@Dorothy82449922 Love the #UpcomingSocialWorker hashtag!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @spcummings: @Dorothy82449922 Love the #UpcomingSocialWorker hashtag!! #MacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Social media and willing participants is a step. Some conferences have offered a virtual option for people...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz</strong></td>
<td>RT @porndaughter: A3: Looking back I see that the social work graduates were not culturally diverse. Looking forward I think this is gettin...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81</strong></td>
<td>A2: Big conferences are really expensive. Conference fees, travel costs, etc. Most of the times, leaving out colleagues from outside academia. #MacroSW #APM19 #SWSD2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @porndaughter: A2: I think I prefer small to medium size conferences. I'm an introvert and it seems more manageable. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kynisha Rogers @RogersKynisha</strong></td>
<td>Pertaining to current SW education, I see a great deal of passionate professors with a SW background and it makes for effective, thorough teaching! #MacroSW #APM19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW</strong></td>
<td>A3 - Personally adjunct teaching my first 3 credit course for @UBSSW distance learning and hope to do more of THAT. Overall interested in how distance learning and technology will continue to evolve for social work . #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Christine Bowser @christi95593158</strong></td>
<td>I see currently in SWED there have been more resources for students to strengthen their expertise and knowledge in the SW field. #Macrosw #APM19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @MABEROH: Where is the justice for the poor, abuse, immigrants to name a few we will fight for this people #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr</strong></td>
<td>@UBSSW If we're talking about #SocWorkEd in general, I would like to see more focus on macro SW. Clearer connections need to be made between how macro and micro practices inform each other #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz So true! I left the office for a local home visit today and there were over 20 new emails IN ONE HOUR. #Ma...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🧥 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW If we're talking about #SocWorkEd in general, I would like to see more focus on macro SW. Clearer connections nee...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A3: I’d like to believe that social work can leave behind the practice of reporting and separating parents who use drugs from their kids without acknowledging they have struggles for which they need support. Family separation is NOT the solution. #macrosw

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: Looking back I see that the social work graduates were not culturally diverse. Looking forward I think this is gettin...

Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen to PART 1: https://t.co/UtpyEzk0TF PART 2: https://t.co/xsP5Um0TAR #socialwork Part 3: https://t.co/OE7SL6HumP #MacroSW

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @spcummings: Some themes from Q1: Solidarity, connections, learning #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Meeting folks in the field who does work that interests me. It’s nice to go to workshops & panels & see folks be s...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW If we’re talking about #SocWorkEd in general, I would like to see more focus on macro SW. Clearer connections nee...

Doniella Denton @DoniellaD
It’s hard to have private conversations while networking at large scale conferences #SWO332 #MacroSW

Joseph A. kangay @JKangay
Very thoughtful concerns.
Distance education just seems like a natural fit for conferences, especially like #APM19. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
@adriennecgarr @UBSSW #MacroSW #THIIIIIS I think we need to work on dismantling this (and I say this as someone who is primarily clinical) "Clinical is the highest and everyone bow down to it" leveling, or stepping of credentials, and flatten it out, and recognize and respect all practices.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @StuckonSW @UBSSW Distance education just seems like a natural fit for conferences, especially like #APM19. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
See @LaurelHitchcock - she shares her ppt and a blog post about her presentatiosn here at #APM19 and all conferences she attends #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@UBSSW It would be nice for #SocWorkEd to also expand on how SW Consulting is an actual lucrative career for a micro or macro practicioner. I'm just now learning about this. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @adriennecgarr @UBSSW #MacroSW #THIIIIIS I think we need to work on dismantling this (and I say this as someone who is...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW It would be nice for #SocWorkEd to also expand on how SW Consulting is an actual lucrative career for a micro or...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: Reading the posts here and cost is a major consideration for attending conferences. #MacroSW

Cat @catmhoran
major concerns for me for attending large conferences are feelings of anxiety and being overwhelmed, and fearing of not being able to add to discussion or get my ideas across successfully #macrosw #APM19 #SWO332
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: See @LaurelHitchcock - she shares her ppt and a blog post about her presentation here at APM19 and all conferences she attends...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW It would be nice for SocWorkEd to also expand on how SW Consulting is an actual lucrative career for a micro or...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JKangay: Apparently, it is somewhat overwhelming over there APM19 however, we’re looking forward to a cutting edge scholarship in Soc...

Field Educator @FieldEducator
@spcummings Looking forward we hope for more submissions from macrosw fieldeducation practitioners - or better yet that SocWorkEd will stop the divide between micro and macro and have more blended opportunities.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @StrongGirl51 Annual Program Meeting. It’s hosted by CSWE which accredits the BSW and MSW programs in North America. #...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBSSW: See @LaurelHitchcock - she shares her ppt and a blog post about her presentation here at APM19 and all conferences she attends...

Stephen Cummings, LISW ¶ 🎙 @spcummings
@acastrobaker This did happen at a large social work conference just a few years ago, where the hotel staff was on strike during the scheduled conference. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @christi95593158 It’s a real issue. For large scale events like this, it’s helpful if a mentor is working with you. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings Looking forward we hope for more submissions from macrosw fieldeducation practitioners - or better yet that...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: CSWE APM Theme for 2019: Social Work Education: Looking Back, Looking Forward – What do you see when you look back at Soc...
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings Looking forward we hope for more submissions from #macrosw #fieldeducation practitioners - or better yet th...

these are great points that I did not initially think about! #macrosw #SWO332 #fieldeducation

A3: Looking back, I see prestige, quality and a consistent record of social work research. Looking forward, I definitely have to start attending @CSocialWorkEd conferences 😊😄 #MacroSW #APM2019

@spcummings Q3 is up #MacroSW

@adriennecgarr And I'm a macro practicioner..however I'm always thinking clinically as it relates to community interventions. If an entire community has persistent MH issues, that's going to effect my program development and implementation #MacroSW

I think that the major concern with large scale conference could be disorganization. You could feel lost and tired. #Macrosw

That's pretty much how I feel right now. #MacroSW

RT @adriennecgarr: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW And I'm a macro practitioner..however I'm always thinking clinically as it relates to community interventions. If an entire community has persistent MH issues, that's going to effect my program development and implementation #MacroSW

That's pretty much how I feel right now. #MacroSW

RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW If we're talking about #SocWorkEd in general, I would like to see more focus on macro SW. Clearer connections nee...
Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Looking back, I see prestige, quality and a consistent record of social work research. Looking forward, I definitel...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @adriennecgarr @UBSSW #MacroSW #THIIIIIS I think we need to work on dismantling this (and I say this as someone who is...

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
RT @UBSSW: See @LaurelHitchcock - she shares her ppt and a blog post about her presentations here at #APM19 and all conferences she attends...

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3: I’d like to believe that social work can leave behind the practice of reporting and separating parents who use dru...

MamaBear @esteckler2
RT @MyHarmReduction: A3: I’d like to believe that social work can leave behind the practice of reporting and separating parents who use dru...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @catmhoran: these are great points that I did not initially think about! #macrosw #SWO332 #APM19 https://t.co/i3r0mummcd

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
Q4 is coming up in just a minute!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings A3 Besides world peace..Virtual Conferencing! Anyone one with VR goggles - from everywhere around the world - Tweeting to a brand new beat! #MacroSW https://t.co/O2RE1dHvbM

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🧙‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q4 is coming up in just a minute!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @filipeduarte81: A3: Looking back, I see prestige, quality and a consistent record of social work research. Looking forward, I definitel...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q4 is coming up in just a minute!! #MacroSW
Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
Oh and lastly #SocWorkEd needs to continue to teachv how research methods can be used as an evaluation tool in micro and macro sw. Don't be scared of the data... it will tell the story better. A p-value just wants to be a significant outcome in life...
😂 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings A3 Besides world peace..Virtual Conferencing!
Anyone one with VR goggles - from everywhere around the world - Tweet...

Doniella Denton @DoniellaD
Looking back I see a lot of behavioral health issues requiring additional skills and looking forward I see an increased need for advocacy work. #SWO332 #MacroSW #APM

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @catmhoran: these are great points that I did not initially think about!
#macrosw #SWO332 #APM19 https://t.co/i3r0mummcd

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH
#MacroSW social workers must continue to fight against the structural and systemic oppression in our society #2019swo332

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @FieldEducator: @spcummings Looking forward we hope for more submissions from #macrosw #fieldeducation practitioners - or better yet tha...

Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙️ @spcummings
We can make this happen!! I would settle for using the basic tech to connect across major distances, but VR is a growing part of social work research and practice. Let's make it happen!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @catmhoran: major concerns for me for attending large conferences are feelings of anxiety and being overwhelmed, and fearing of not bein...

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
@spcummings @Maimounafaye332 I'm curious about what favorite conferences people have, and what makes them favorites #macroSW
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW @adriennecgarr @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW Sooo key. As a clinical provider for the last 15 years, my mind has certainly be more macro focused. Networking with others from conferences/conference hashtags via social media has really expanded my thinking. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW It would be nice for #SocWorkEd to also expand on how SW Consulting is an actual lucrative career for a micro or...

Abracadabra. @Just_Say_Mo Attending a conference has many benefits like networking, learning new information & helps you gain skills & grow #MacroSW #SWO332 #NotAtAMP19

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH RT @DeanaJAYers: Love to see #MacroSW in action! https://t.co/zqrtc5a3db

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @adriennecgarr: Oh and lastly #SocWorkEd needs to continue to teachv how research methods can be used as an evaluation tool in micro and...

ISSA KOROMA @MABEROH Wow what a great development #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @DoniellaD: Looking back I see a lot of behavioral health issues requiring additional skills and looking forward I see an increased need...

Stephen Cummings, LISW @spcummings Q4: As we approach the end of the hour, whether you are at #APM19 or #NotAtAPM19...what questions or thoughts do you have? #MacroSW

Filipe Duarte @filipeduarte81 @OfficialMacroSW @StrongGirl51 In the US only. Canada has @caswe_acfts 😊😊 😊 🌏 #MacroSW #APM2019

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @MABEROH: #MacroSW social workers must continue to fight against the structural and systemic oppression in our society #2019swo332
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
31 minutes ago
RT @StrongGirl51: @spcummings @Maimounafaye332 I’m curious about what favorite conferences people have, and what makes them favorites #macr...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
31 minutes ago
RT @StuckonSW: @adriennecgarr @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW Sooo key. As a clinical provider for the last 15 years, my mind has certainly be more...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
30 minutes ago
RT @Just_Say_Mo: Attending a conference has many benefits like networking, learning new information & helps you gain skills & grow #MacroSW...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
30 minutes ago
A3. When I look back at Soc Work Ed, i see constant growth and improvements. Growth and Improvements in research, resources, teaching methods & skills, etc. #SWO332 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
30 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: Q4: As we approach the end of the hour, whether you are at #APM19 or #NotAtAPM19...what questions or thoughts do you have?...

Melanie Sage 💻@melaniesage
29 minutes ago
Quick check in from #apm19. So good to see colleagues. My agenda and social appts bursting. Lots of shared passion & ppl eager to learn! #MacroSW

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
29 minutes ago
A4: where is social work leadership and vision when it comes to substance use and harm reduction? Still so much residual paternalism and pathology in this area compared to “client-centered” approach afforded to other populations #macrosw

Joseph A. kangay @JKangay
29 minutes ago
It’s really as ultimate sacrifice to serve the underserved population #Swo332 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T♿️@TheMattSchwartz
29 minutes ago
A4 I’m curious to see how we’re going to incorporate the #DSW into our folds, our laws, our mix, how we’re going to make sure we work toward equality #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr👑@adriennecgarr
29 minutes ago
@spcummings My question is whether SWs will ever be able to take their license across state lines 🤷‍♀️ #MacroSW? We need to work on that.
**Stephen Cummings, LISW** @spcummings
@StrongGirl51 @Maimounafaye332 I do enjoy attending the social policy conference in St. Louis #MacroSW, and the Distance Education Conference #SWDE

**Charla Cannon Yearwood** @CharlaYearwood
@spcummings One challenge that always comes up for me is taking the new conference learning and applying it. From APM to local <100 people conferences, there's good information but who has the time to apply it? #macrosw

**Stephen Cummings, LISW** @spcummings
@adriennecgarr Yes, portability would be great. Professional licensure at the national level is likely not going to be a reality, but other pathways may exist. #MacroSW

**Stephen Cummings, LISW** @spcummings
@CharlaYearwood I agree...the follow-up from the networking has been the one tangible example I've experienced. #MacroSW

✨ Adrienne Garr✨ @adriennecgarr
@MyHarmReduction Harm reduction is where it's at!!!! Safe consumption sites are so helpful. Research indicates that harm reduction yields better results than abstinence #MacroSW

**Stephen Cummings, LISW** @spcummings
Well, folks, it's that time again... the end of the hour! #MacroSW

**Filipe Duarte** @filipeduarte81
A4: Conferences in mid-October are always difficult to attend for those teaching SW. How everyone deals with that? #MacroSW #APM19

**Charla Cannon Yearwood** @CharlaYearwood
@spcummings If our practices and programs were as cutting edge as our research we'd be having totally different conversations. The info is there, but the roll out work is missing. #macrosw

**UB-Social Work** @UBSSW
Thanks to all who joined us tonight and to@Spcummings, who is now officially tonight's sole host since the wifi has been failing me.. #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⬆️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Thanks to all who joined us tonight and to @spcummings, who is now officially tonight's sole host since the wifi has been failing...

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
A4 I’d love to see NASW advocate for all drug decriminalization as CASW (our neighbors to the north) have. Can barely get them on board for marijuana legalization- the lowest hanging fruit of drug policy reform. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @filipeduarte81: @OfficialMacroSW @StrongGirl51 In the US only. Canada has @caswe_acfts 😊😊😉 #MacroSW #APM2019

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⬆️ @TheMattSchwartz
#MacroSW thank you @spcummings for hosting!!! and you too @UBSSW ;-) :-) 

Anajah Custus @AACustus
A3.2. Looking back at Soc Work Ed, there need to be more work done on a macro level. Most education, resources, & implementations are mostly emphasized and done at micro and mezzo levels. #SWO332 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW ⬆️ @spcummings
As always, thanks to our #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @poliSW @SunyaFolayan @VilissaThompson @porndaughter and our contributers @PatShellySSW @Imeojeda

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⬆️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Well, folks, it's that time again... the end of the hour! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JKangay: It’s really as ultimate sacrifice to serve the underserved population #Swo332 #MacroSW https://t.co/1YdRDiHytG

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T ⬆️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: As always, thanks to our #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @poliSW @SunyaFolayan @VilissaThompson @porndaughter and our contri...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CharlaYearwood: @spcummings One challenge that always comes up for me is taking the new conference learning and applying it. From APM...

Stephen Cummings, LISW ✅ @spcummings
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4 I’d love to see NASW advocate for all drug decriminalization as CASW (our neighbors to the north) have. Can barely...

Stephen Cummings, LISW ✅ @spcummings
RT @CharlaYearwood: @spcummings If our practices and programs were as cutting edge as our research we’d be having totally different convers...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: As always, thanks to our #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @poliSW @SunyaFolayan @VilissaThompson @porndaughter and our contri...

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
Major concerns for me attending a large conference is most definitely anxiety. Large conferences its easy for yu to get lost in the crowd, but that’s why it’s your job to assert yourself! Which can be hard when your good at 1 on 1’s, but struggle with public speaking ☹️ #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@MyHarmReduction It’s @poliSW on here. Yes even NYS NASW chapter is hesitant to touch marijuana legalization. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings, LISW ✅ @spcummings
The archive for tonight's chat will be posted shortly at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1! Thanks and goodnight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/aKsx4SUXnd

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@spcummings I just feel like if the feds do it (the VA) why can't everyone else 😭😭 #MacroSW https://t.co/R3rEzKshcM

Luis Gutiérrez @socialworker
RT @MABEROH: #MacroSW social workers must continue to fight against the structural and systemic oppression in our society #2019swo332

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: As always, thanks to our #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @poliSW @SunyaFolayan @VilissaThompson @porndaughter and our contri...
Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
RT @AACustus: A3.2. Looking back at Soc Work Ed, there need to be more work done on a macro level. Most education, resources, & implementat...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@adriennecgarr @spcummings Interstate commerce laws. #MacroSW

Sheila Vakharia PhD MSW @MyHarmReduction
@OfficialMacroSW @poliSW Hi! Yes, when 40% of drug arrests across the nation were for simple marijuana possession with no increased public safety and only harm for users and their communities, it should be an easy choice. #macrosw

Matt DeCarlo @profmattdecarlo
#macrosw A3. Looking back, I see a model that once worked but no longer does. We've struggled to adapt to the financial hardships of students and stop perpetuating them. Looking forward, I see greater privatization and barriers but also potential alternatives.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: The archive for tonight’s chat will be posted shortly at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1! Thanks and goodnight!! #MacroSW https://...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @MyHarmReduction: @OfficialMacroSW @poliSW Hi! Yes, when 40% of drug arrests across the nation were for simple marijuana possession with...

Dorothy @Dorothy82449922
RT @spcummings: The archive for tonight’s chat will be posted shortly at https://t.co/dPfKZRHxx1! Thanks and goodnight!! #MacroSW https://...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @filipeduarte81: A4: Conferences in mid-October are always difficult to attend for those teaching SW. How everyone deals with that? #Mac...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @adriennecgarr: @MyHarmReduction Harm reduction is where it's at!!!! Safe consumption sites are so helpful. Research indicates that harm...

Anajah Custus @AACustus
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings My question is whether SWs will ever be able to take their license across state lines 👀 #MacroSW? We need...
Anajah Custus @AACustus  
RT @MABEROH: #MacroSW social workers must continue to fight against the structural and systemic oppression in our society #2019swo332

mikeswstudent @mikeswstudent  
RT @MyHarmReduction: A4 I’d love to see NASW advocate for all drug decriminalization as CASW (our neighbors to the north) have. Can barely...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings A3 Besides world peace.. Virtual Conferencing! Anyone one with VR goggles - from everywhere around the world - Tweet...

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood  
@spcummings I chuckled to myself rereading this because I know exactly what type of practice I’m referring to. It’s mezzo practice. It exists, but in our micro v macro divide it melts away. #MacroSW #MezzoSW

Mo @beeasy1028  
RT @adriennecgarr: Oh and lastly #SocWorkEd needs to continue to teachv how research methods can be used as an evaluation tool in micro and...

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood  
@spcummings There’s direct clinical work, macro policy/ research/ leadership work, and in between should be that roll out space. Idk how many times I’ve updated org policies for them to be shoved in a drawer. #MacroSW

Matt DeCarlo @profmattdecarlo  
A4. I just want to shoot out #macrosw. Which is an amazing thing. And thanks for my first night participating and not lurking.
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